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Abstract Habitat types can induce genetic responses in species and may drive adaptive
differentiation and evolutionary divergence of populations. In this study, we aimed at
detecting loci indicative of adaptation for different habitat types in the alpine plant Arabis
alpina. We used a dataset consisting of A. alpina plants collected in scree, nutrient-rich and
moist habitat types in two independent regional replicates of the European Alps (the Swiss
and French Alps). Genome scans resulting in 825 amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs) followed by outlier analysis, i.e. looking for excessive differentiation
between habitat types, after accounting for heterozygosity and population structure, was
used to detect loci under divergent selection for habitat type within and across the alpine
regions. The outlier analyses resulted in the detection of a consistent single outlier locus,
which showed a higher fragment frequency in moist compared to the other habitat types in
both alpine regions. In addition, a posteriori tests for hierarchical population structuring in
the dataset did not detect signals confounding selection at this locus (i.e. signals of regional
population structure). Thus, we consider this locus indicative of habitat-mediated selection,
and we subsequently sequence-characterized and compared it to the Arabidopsis genome.
The sequence was found to be a putative homologue to the SIT4 phosphatase-associated
family protein. The detection of this locus in two alpine regions and the availability of its
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genome sequence make this locus a strong candidate worth further exploration in the
habitat-mediated selection and genetic adaptation of natural populations in the alpine plant
A. alpina.
Keywords Adaptation  Arabis alpina  Genome scan  Habitat type  Natural selection 
Outlier analysis

Introduction
The genetic response of a species to its local environment and to different habitat types is
of great importance in evolution. Once adapted to different habitat types, populations of a
species may experience reduced gene flow. For instance, this could be a consequence of
limited pollen movement resulting from phenological shifts and subsequently weak gene
flow that is unable to overcome local adaptation (Rieseberg and Willis 2007; Sobel et al.
2009). This process may ultimately cause the accumulation of genetic differences and
potentially result in evolutionary divergence of ecotypes (Rieseberg and Willis 2007).
Thus, habitat types have been recognized as important drivers of adaptive differentiation
and genomic population divergence. For example, the marine gastropod Littorina saxatilis
has been shown to harbour particular loci which are under divergent selection for contrasting habitat types along coastal gradients (Galindo et al. 2011; Wilding et al. 2001).
Likewise, strong adaptation to soil type has been detected in Arabidopsis lyrata by
mapping candidate mutations showing serpentine soil-mediated selection (Turner et al.
2010). However, especially in natural populations of non-model organisms, it remains a
major challenge to identify genes and genomic regions underlying adaptive traits
(Alonso-Blanco et al. 2009), such as those involved in adaptation to habitat types.
Genome scans followed by outlier analysis are seen as a major method to improve our
understanding of the genetic basis of adaptation (Sgrò et al. 2011; Storz 2005). Outlier
analysis is of particular use in non-model organisms since a priori information on the
genomic background of the study species is not necessary (Storz 2005; Vasemägi and
Primmer 2005). Instead, hundreds to thousands of usually anonymous genetic markers are
genotyped for each sampled individual (Beaumont and Nichols 1996), and loci that show a
higher or lower differentiation than expected under neutrality are detected as outlier loci
indicative of divergent or balancing selection, respectively (Luikart et al. 2003; Storz 2005;
Vasemägi and Primmer 2005). These outlier loci are either directly located in adaptive
genes or, more likely, they are only linked to genes and genomic regions under selection
(Nosil et al. 2009). Thus far, a large number of outlier loci, largely those indicative of
divergent selection, have been identified across a wide range of organisms and study
questions (reviewed in Holderegger et al. 2008; Vasemägi and Primmer 2005). However,
the sequences underlying outlier loci detected on the basis of anonymous markers such as
amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs) have rarely been characterized (but see
Minder and Widmer 2008; Wood et al. 2008), although this is an important next step in
identifying genes under adaptive selection in non-model species.
The adaptive signal of outlier loci (i.e. especially high population divergence) should be
caused by environmental selection. However, historical and demographical processes may
induce substantial spatial genetic structure (e.g. bottlenecks, range expansion, admixture
zones) and can thus be confounded with the signal of adaptation at outlier loci (Robertson
1975; Schlötterer 2003). Outlier analysis tends to underestimate these demographical effects,
which increases the number of false positives (Excoffier et al. 2009; Hofer et al. 2009).
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Large-scale population genetic structure is found in alpine ecosystems since populations
diverged in isolation during glacial periods and subsequently came into secondary contact
through re-expansion (Alvarez et al. 2009; Körner 2003; Schönswetter et al. 2005; ThielEgenter et al. 2011). Under such circumstances, limiting confounding effects on signals of
divergent selection and detecting real outlier loci remains challenging, but can be achieved by
accounting for hierarchical population structure (Excoffier et al. 2009). Moreover, studying
independent regional replicates may reduce confounding signals and restrict confidence to
outlier loci detected across regions (e.g. Manel et al. 2010b; Poncet et al. 2010). This is based
on the reasoning that neutral historical or demographical processes would not create the same
genetic pattern across independent replicates. Thus, replicated regional sampling as in the
present study has been advocated (Holderegger et al. 2010) to help eliminating potentially
false positives, i.e. giving more confidence in those loci identified as outliers.
We studied the alpine plant Arabis alpina L. (Brassicaceae), which occurs in distinct
habitat types, namely (1) scree, (2) nutrient-rich and (3) moist habitats, across two alpine
regions in the Swiss and French Alps. A previous study used the same genome scan dataset
to search for loci involved in the general response of A. alpina to different environmental
variables related to temperature, precipitation and topography with regression analysis
(Poncet et al. 2010). In turn, our objective in the present study was to analyze the dataset
using outlier analysis to detect specific genomic regions involved in genetic adaptation to
different habitat types as classified a priori. A. alpina has recently become a thoroughly
studied plant species for ecological and population genetic aspects (Ansell et al. 2008;
Assefa et al. 2007; Buehler et al. 2012; Manel et al. 2010b; Poncet et al. 2010; Tedder et al.
2011; Wang et al. 2009), which makes is a suitable organism to inquire about the genetic
basis of local adaptation. Moreover, incorporating adaptive responses in species distribution models will help improving scenarios of future vegetation under the perspective of
global change (Jay et al. 2012 and references therein).
The strategy of this study was to detect outlier loci by grouping individuals from all
sampling locations according to the three habitat types in which they were collected. We
then performed outlier analyses using these three habitat type groupings. Our expectation
was to detect outlier loci which occur both within and across the alpine regions and to
detect consistent patterns of allele frequencies among habitat types at these loci in both
regions. Furthermore, we tested for patterns of hierarchical population structure to avoid
loci potentially affected by demographic processes. Finally, we characterized the molecular basis of the most consistent outlier locus and compared it to the whole-genome
information of the model species Arabidopsis thaliana and its relatives.

Materials and methods
Study species, study area and AFLP genotyping
The alpine rock-cress A. alpina L. (Brassicaceae) is a perennial rosette herb. It has a broad
distribution ranging from the amphi-atlantic region to the European mountain system
(Koch et al. 2006). In the European Alps, A. alpina grows between 400 m and 3,200 m
a.s.l. on calcareous substrates in various open habitats (Titz 1971). It reproduces sexually,
presumably with a substantial rate of inbreeding (Ansell et al. 2008; Buehler et al. 2012),
or vegetatively via stolons (Schultze-Motel 1986). A. alpina is a wild relative of
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A. thaliana for which whole-genome sequence information is available (The Arabidopsis
Initiative 2000).
We used an existing AFLP dataset on A. alpina (Herrmann et al. 2010; Poncet et al.
2010). Samples from 192 sites in two regions (i.e. Swiss and French Alps) were collected
at elevations ranging from 440 m to 3,133 m a.s.l. in summer 2006 (Fig. 1). Samples
originated from three distinct habitat types: scree, nutrient-rich and moist (Table 1). Scree
habitats are found in large scree fields that are dynamic, dry or with irregular water
availability and low humus content. The nutrient-rich habitat is characterized by high
nutrient content and is naturally found in the alpine ecosystem under exposed rocks and
along ridges frequently visited by wild animals, recognized by unusually rich vegetation
and respective indicator species. Nutrient-rich habitats also occur at anthropogenically
influenced sites such as alpine pastures near cattle farms. The moist habitat is defined by
high water availability and high humus content, it is mostly found along small streams. At
each sampling location, fresh leaf material was collected from three to nine individuals and
immediately dried in silica gel.
Initially, 2386 AFLP loci were genotyped with 19 primer/enzyme combinations
(Herrmann et al. 2010; Poncet et al. 2010). AFLP loci were automatically selected
according to the stringent procedure implemented in SCANAFLP (Herrmann et al. 2010).
AFLP loci with low reproducibility or minor polymorphisms (i.e. \3 individuals with a
different presence/absence score than all other samples) were discarded. The final dataset
consisted of 825 polymorphic loci in 634 individuals. Poncet et al. (2010) detected linkage
disequilibrium for only 3.5 % of locus pairs.

Fig. 1 Map showing the 192 sampling locations of A. alpina in the two study regions, the French and the
Swiss Alps. Different symbols represent STRUCTURE clusters (Falush et al. 2003, 2007; Pritchard et al. 2000)
of the sampling locations within the Swiss and French Alps, as calculated from our dataset. Habitat types are
given by different shading (scree: black; nutrient-rich: grey; moist: white)
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Table 1 Number of AFLP loci (L) and individuals of A. alpina collected for each habitat type (scree,
nutrient-rich and moist) used in three analyses of the Swiss Alps, the French Alps and the cumulative dataset
(i.e. the Swiss and French Alps combined)
Number of individuals
L

Scree

Nutrient-rich

Moist

Swiss Alps

443

177

96

71

French Alps

503

236

30

36

Cumulative dataset

523

413

126

107

Outlier detection for habitat type
To detect outlier loci, we searched for loci that exhibited higher genetic differentiation
(i.e. divergent selection) among the three habitat types than expected under neutrality with
the program DFDIST (Beaumont and Balding 2004; Beaumont and Nichols 1996). DFDIST
uses coalescent simulation under Wright’s (1951) symmetrical island model. A neutral
distribution of FST values, i.e. genetic differentiation between habitat types using the
method of Weir and Cockerham (1984), is generated conditional on expected heterozygosity (He) and based on thousands of simulated loci with a trimmed mean FST identical to
the mean empirical FST. This null distribution is used to separate outlier loci from neutral
loci based on confidence intervals. For each analysis, DFDIST was configured to generate
50,000 loci and Ne was set to 1,000. We designated those loci as outliers which had an
observed FST value higher than the upper confidence limit (P = 0.05).
We first performed the above DFDIST analysis for habitat types separately in the Swiss
and French Alps, and secondly in the cumulative dataset combining the samples from the
two alpine regions. The number of loci used as well as the number of individuals per
habitat type in the Swiss and French Alps and in total are given in Table 1. We considered
loci to be consistent outlier loci for habitat type if they were identified in both regions and
in the cumulative analysis.
Identification of hierarchical population structure
In order to detect hierarchical population genetic structure, hereafter refered as population
structure, we first applied the Bayesian clustering in STRUCTURE v2.3.1 modified for dominant data (Falush et al. 2003, 2007; Pritchard et al. 2000). A previous analysis by Poncet
et al. (2010) detected two clusters in the whole dataset (FST = 0.1652), namely the Swiss
and the French Alps. Based on this observation, we considered the Swiss Alps and the
French Alps to represent two independent regional replicates. We thus performed STRUCTURE analyses separately for each of the two alpine regions to detect population structure
within these regions. Each sampling location per region was associated with any of the
large-scale genetic clusters detected in a previous study with an independent dataset
(Alvarez et al. 2009). In case a sampling location occurred in an area of mixed cluster
membership in Alvarez et al. (2009), all individuals of such a location were given a
LOCPRIOR that matched the cluster with the highest assignment probability in the
adjacent sampling locations of Alvarez et al. (2009). We then used this prior grouping
within regions for the LOCPRIOR function in STRUCTURE (Hubisz et al. 2009). Individuals
were then clustered into K discrete clusters (K = 1–6) with the admixture model. We
performed three independent runs for each K, with a burn-in period of 50,000 cycles and
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50,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo replications, which was sufficient to give convergent
results. Using no location prior or taking the coordinates of each sampling location instead
of grouping according to Alvarez et al. (2009) gave very similar results (data not shown).
We determined the optimal value of K by visually inspecting the change in maximum
likelihood probability and increased admixture as opposed to new subgroups (Fig. S1).
Second, analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) as implemented in ARLEQUIN v3.1
(Excoffier et al. 2005) was carried out to test for genetic differentiation among STRUCTURE
groups using 1 000 permutations. AMOVA computes /ST, an analog of FST statistics
(Excoffier et al. 1992).
Identification of population structure in the outlier loci detected
To test whether the outlier loci we detected reflected population structure, we calculated
locus-specific /STs (Excoffier et al. 2005) for all 825 polymorphic loci. We determined
three separate /ST-values per locus, namely (1) between the Swiss Alps and the French
Alps to identify loci with large-scale population structure, (2) between STRUCTURE groups in
the Swiss Alps and (3) between STRUCTURE groups in the French Alps. The latter two should
detect loci with small-scale population structure. We used results from our STRUCTURE
analyses, classifying all individuals per location to a respective cluster according to a
majority rule. Significance was estimated with 1,000 permutations. Corresponding
threshold values for /ST were determined from FSC bootstrap percentile values at P = 0.05
in ARLEQUIN. Loci which were detected as significant were designated as exhibiting population structure. Note that outlier loci showing such structure are not necessarily nonadaptive, as variation in population structure may correlate with a regional or large-scale
environmental gradient (Holderegger et al. 2008).
Sequencing of outlier locus
Only one locus was identified as a consistent outlier locus across all outlier analyses and
was also not affected by population structure (see Results). For this locus EM74.7, we
generated AFLP genotypes using the procedures in Herrmann et al. (2010) for eight
samples: four samples that lacked the corresponding AFLP band and four samples with the
AFLP band present. Of the eight samples (three from the French Alps, five from the Swiss
Alps), three were collected in scree, two in nutrient-rich and three in moist habitat types.
Genomic DNA was digested using EcoRI/MseI and the selective PCR was done using
primers EcoRI 50 -GACTGCGTACCAATTC with selective bases ATC and MseI
50 -GATGAGTCCTGAGTAA with selective bases CAC.
The AFLP locus EM74.7 was then isolated using the procedure of Roden et al. (2009).
Electrophoresis of AFLP bands was done on SpreadexÒ EL 500 mini gels (Elchrom
Scientific, Cham, Switzerland) in 30 mM Tris–acetate EDTA (TAE) buffer using 10 lL of
selective PCR product and M3 Marker (Elchrom Scientific, Cham, Switzerland) as size
standard. After pre-electrophoresis for 10 min at 50 V, samples were loaded and run for
82 min at 120 V. The gel was stained with SYBR GOLD (Clare Chemical Research,
Dolores, CO, USA) for 30 min, and the bands were viewed in an Epi Chemi II Darkroom
(UVP Laboratory Products, Upland, CA, USA). We excised locus EM74.7 from samples
with the amplified band using a cylinder of 1 mm diameter. As a control, two longer
fragments were also excised from the gel. Each gel cut was eluted in 25 lL deionized
water for 24 h at 4 °C. We repeated this procedure and excised locus EM74.7 from a
second SpreadexÒ gel.
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The excised DNA fragments were amplified using primers designed for the adaptor
sequences (EcoRI ? 0 and MseI ? 0) as described in Roden et al. (2009). The PCR
products were purified using the MinElute Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany), and
sequencing reactions were performed in both directions with BigDyeÒ Terminator Cycle
Sequencing Kit v1.1 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Sequences were
determined on an ABI 3130 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).
Alignment of sequences was done using CLC SEQUENCER VIEWER (CLC bio, Aarhus, Denmark), and the obtained consensus sequence was BLASTed against the nucleotide database of
GenBank (Altschul et al. 1990).

Results
Outlier analysis
The DFDIST analyses identified 34 outlier loci (7.7 % of all loci) in the Swiss Alps, 37 outlier
loci (7.4 %) in the French Alps and 32 outlier loci (6.1 %) in the cumulative dataset of the
Swiss and French Alps combined (Fig. 2). Thus, the percentage of outlier loci detected was
consistent with previous genome scan studies (Bonin et al. 2006). Two loci, EM74.7 and
PM179.6, were the only outlier loci detected in both alpine regions (Figs. 2, 3a). Locus
EM74.7 was also detected as an outlier locus in the cumulative dataset. Furthermore, locus
EM74.7 consistently had a higher frequency of fragment presence in moist habitats in all
analyses (Fig. 4).
Population structure
Based on results of STRUCTURE, we observed two clusters in the Swiss Alps, namely the
southeastern Swiss Alps and the central/northeastern Swiss Alps (/ST = 0.1318,
P \ 0.001). These two clusters only partially matched the groupings created by Poncet
et al. (2010) owing to our dataset being reduced to Swiss samples only. In the French Alps,
three clusters were identified, namely the two mountain massifs Vercors and Chartreuse
and the region Brionçonnais (/ST = 0.2812, P \ 0.0001; Figs. 1, S1). There was no
coincidence of identified clusters with habitat types.
We found significant large-scale population structure for a total of 113 loci (13.7 % of all
loci; corresponding threshold value /ST = 0.25). This reduced the number of confident outlier
loci in each DFDIST analysis (Fig. 3b), but neither affected locus EM74.7 nor locus PM179.6.
In the next step, we detected 104 loci (12.6 % of all loci; corresponding threshold value
/ST = 0.15) with small-scale population structure among the STRUCTURE groups within the
Swiss Alps. This reduced the number of confident outlier loci in the Swiss Alps, but also
did not affect loci EM74.7 and PM179.6 (Fig. 3c). Finally, we detected 110 loci (13.3 % of
all loci; corresponding threshold value /ST = 0.30) with small-scale population structure
between the STRUCTURE groups in the French Alps, reducing the number of confident outlier
loci in the French Alps, but again not affecting loci EM74.7 and PM179.6 (Fig. 3c).
Outlier sequence and its localization in the Arabidopsis genome
We sequenced 41 bp (78 bp including selective bases and both adaptors) of locus EM74.7
(GenBank accession no. HM594277.1), which was the only AFLP locus consistently
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Fig. 2 Plots of DFDIST analyses
(Beaumont and Balding 2004;
Beaumont and Nichols 1996) to
detect outlier loci that are more
strongly differentiated among
habitat types than expected under
neutrality in A. alpina. The
distribution of FST values is
shown as a function of
heterozygosity (He) for (a) the
Swiss Alps, (b) the French Alps,
and (c) the cumulative dataset
(i.e. the Swiss and French Alps
combined). The solid line depicts
the 95 % confidence interval, and
each dot represents a single
AFLP locus. Filled dots above
the solid line indicate outlier loci
indicative of divergent selection,
and open circles below the solid
line designate neutral loci.
Marked with an arrow are the
outlier loci EM74.7 and PM179.6
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detected as an outlier locus in all analyses and not showing locus-specific population
structure. In a nucleotide BLAST search, locus EM74.7 gave four significant hits
(E-value \ 0.16; note that short sequences often have relatively high E-values). The
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(a) Total outlier loci
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(b) Outlier loci without
large scale hierarchical
genetic structure
(Swiss vs French Alps)

(c) Outlier loci without
small scale hierarchical
genetic structure

(d) Total outlier loci without
hierarchical genetic
structure

(Swiss / French Alps)

Cumulative dataset

Cumulative dataset

Cumulative dataset
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1
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Fig. 3 Venn diagrams showing the effect of significant hierarchical population structure on the number of
outlier loci among habitat types in A. alpina. Each Venn diagram shows the overlap of outlier loci detected
in the Swiss Alps, the French Alps, and the cumulative dataset (i.e. the Swiss and French Alps combined).
(a) Total number of outlier loci found in all three outlier analyses. (b) Number of outlier loci showing no
hierarchical population structure on large spatial scale, between the Swiss and French Alps. (c) Number of
outlier loci showing no hierarchical population structure at small spatial scale among STRUCTURE groups
within the Swiss and French Alps. (d) Total number of outlier loci showing no hierarchical population
structure

(a) Locus EM74.7
1
0.8
0.6

Frequency of AFLP fragmen tpresence

0.4
0.2
0

(b) Locus PM179.6
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Scree

Nutrient-rich

Moist

Habitat types
Fig. 4 Frequency of presence of (a) locus EM74.7 and (b) locus PM179.6 in A. alpina across the three
habitat types scree, nutrient-rich and moist. Crosses: Swiss Alps; Triangles: French Alps; Squares:
Cumulative dataset
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sequence of locus EM74.7 matched with the SIT4 phosphatase-associated family protein in
A. lyrata (GenBank accession no. XM_002890826.1, max. score 42.1, max. identity = 96 %). In A. thaliana, the outlier sequence also matched with the SIT4 phosphataseassociated family protein (At1g30470; GenBank accession no. NM_102783.4, max. score
42.1, max. identity = 96 %) as well as with a full length cDNA sequence associated with
gene At1g30470 (GenBank accession no. BX818019.1, max. score 42.1, max. identity = 96 %), and a complete BAC sequence on chromosome 1 (GenBank accession no.
AC009917.2, max. score 42.1, max. identity = 96 %). By aligning these sequences,
regions of high conservation were revealed among species. Figure 5 illustrates the alignment of the short sequence of locus EM74.7 in A. alpina and the SIT4 phosphataseassociated family proteins in A. lyrata and A. thaliana.

Discussion
Species inhabiting different habitat types may be exposed to divergent selection pressures,
which could lead to adaptive population differentiation. Genome scans followed by outlier
analysis are a feasible method to detect genes or (more likely) genomic regions under
selection for habitat types. This method is applicable to non-model organisms which lack
genomic background information. However, sequence-characterizing outlier loci is a step
rarely done in outlier studies using non-model organisms. In this study, our goal was to
detect habitat-mediated selection in the alpine plant A. alpina by comparing samples from
different habitat types across two independent regions of the European Alps. In a suite of
stringent analyses, we found one locus as a consistent outlier locus for downstream
analysis, whose sequence matched to a coding region in Arabidopsis genomes. In the
following, we interpret the environmental link of the consistent outlier locus detected and
discuss the stringency and limitations of our study.
Outlier loci
The outlier analyses performed in this study revealed that divergent selection affected
6–7.7 % of loci among all analyses. Almost all of these outlier loci were limited to either
the Swiss or French Alps and were not replicated across the two alpine regions. This may
be a result of (1) most outlier loci showing only weak selection, (2) selection mainly acting
on a local scale or (3) the detection of false positive outlier loci (Minder and Widmer
2008). On the other hand, outlier loci which are detected as outlier loci in several independent regions or environmental gradients may be considered to be under replicated
divergence (Nosil et al. 2009; Schmidt et al. 2008). Therefore, we applied such a strict

(a)
(b)
(c)

Arabis alpina locus EM74.7

G AA T TCA TCACCA

Arabidopsis thaliana SIT4 phosphatase-associated
family protein sequence

G A A T T C A A C G C C A …G A T G A A A C C A C A G A G A A G T T A C C A G A T G A G A _ _ _ G T G G T G T T G A

Arabidopsis lyrata SIT4 phosphatase-associated family
protein sequence

G A A T T C A A C G A C A …G A T G A A A C C A C A G A G A A G T T A C C A G A T G A G A _ _ _ G T G G T G T T G A

G A T G A A AC C AC A G AG A AG T C AC C AG T T GC A AC A AG T GG T G T T A A

Fig. 5 Alignment of sequences of locus EM74.7 in (a) A. alpina and the putative homologue sequences of
the SIT4 phosphatase-associated family protein in (b) A. thaliana (GenBank accession no. NM_102783.4)
and (c) A. lyrata (GenBank accession no. XM_002890826.1). Nucleotide differences in the sequences are
marked with dots
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criterion to our dataset and only retained those outlier loci detected in both alpine regions
under study. The Swiss and French Alps were considered as independent since they were
significantly differentiated (FST = 0.1652, P \ 0.0001) in a STRUCTURE analysis of our
dataset by Poncet et al. (2010). In addition, a phylogeographic analysis of A. alpina from
the Alps in Ansell et al. (2008) showed populations in the two alpine regions as diverged
lineages, which was confirmed by Alvarez et al. (2009).
By the approach of replicating outlier analyses across the alpine regions, we were left
with two consistent outlier loci, EM74.7 and PM179.6. Similar studies using outlier
analysis have also remained with a low number of outlier loci once replicates across
regions or environmental gradients were considered (e.g. Miller et al. 2007; Nosil et al.
2009; Oetjen et al. 2010; Poncet et al. 2010). This could be a result of some potentially
relevant outlier loci being discarded due to the stringency. Nevertheless, our consistent
outlier loci show the strongest signals of selection and are not likely to be affected by
population structure (see below). Therefore, they are best suited for downstream applications such as sequence characterization, reciprocal transplant experiments or expression
studies (Holderegger et al. 2008).
Locus EM74.7 was considered to be a particularly strong candidate because this locus
was replicated as an outlier across the alpine regions and also detected in a cumulative
analysis. We considered such a pattern as pre-condition for a reliable outlier under the
assumption that an allele under selection for a particular environmental response such as
habitat type is potentially targeted by selection across all sampling sites (Verhoeven et al.
2008). Locus EM74.7 further showed a significantly higher frequency of fragment presence in moist as compared to the other two habitat types (Fig. 4a). Such a significant
change in allele presence/absence among habitat types or along environmental gradients
conforms to our expectations. Even though locus PM179.6 was also detected across both
alpine regions, this locus was of less interest because it was not detected in the cumulative
analysis because its fragment frequencies were not consistently correlated with habitat
types in both regions (Fig. 4b). Therefore, we considered locus EM74.7 to be best suited
for downstream analysis, while we cannot rule out that locus PM179.6 is also within or
linked to a genomic region under selection.
Habitat-mediated divergence
Previous studies using outlier analysis in habitat-mediated selection studies have identified
particular loci responsible for local adaptation (Galindo et al. 2011; Keller et al. 2010;
Shikano et al. 2010; Wilding et al. 2001). The classical example is the detection of outlier
loci in L. saxatilis for ecotypes with different shell types occurring in distinct habitat types
across coastal shores (Wilding et al. 2001). Recently, a genome scan using next-generation
sequencing has revealed that functional annotations of contigs containing outlier loci for
these Littorina ecotypes are coding for shell matrix and muscle proteins (Galindo et al.
2011).
In order to detect the underlying function of locus EM74.7, we, likewise, isolated and
sequence-characterized this locus and BLASTed the sequence against the Arabidopsis
genome. The sequence obtained matched the SIT4 phosphatase-associated family protein
(SAPs) in A. thaliana and A. lyrata. This protein is potentially conserved in the Brassicaceae family since it was detected in A. thaliana, A. lyrata, and A. alpina, the latter of
which is phylogenetically distantly related (see Beilstein et al. 2006), however the role of
SAPs in plants is unknown. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, SAPs interact with a catalytic
subunit (SIT4) of a type 2A-related protein phosphatase (Luke et al. 1996). SIT4 functions
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in the execution of the start phase in the cell cycle (Luke et al. 1996). During this phase,
cells may exit the cell cycle as a response to nutrient limitations or commit to cell division.
Experiments in yeast have revealed that SAPs are unable to function in the absence of SIT4
and vice versa (Luke et al. 1996). However, without additional information of the
underlying function or the selection factors involved in A. alpina, the role of SAPs in
habitat-mediated selection remains speculative. Moreover, it should be kept in mind that
SAP might not itself be the target of selection, but only in linkage disequilibrium with the
gene of adaptive relevance.
The selective force behind habitat-mediated selection in A. alpina is not likely as clear
as in the case of shell shape in Littorina. Outlier analysis only tests for population
divergence and does not directly determine the particular selection factor acting upon the
outlier loci or the linked genomic region (Stinchcombe and Hoekstra 2007; Storz 2005). In
another analysis of the same dataset, Poncet et al. (2010) used a regression analysis in an
environmental association study to detect loci correlated to environmental variables
extracted from topo-climatic GIS layers of the European Alps. They detected several loci
which were common in both the Swiss and French Alps and were related to mean annual
minimum temperature. Thus, using an environmental association analysis has the advantage that a putative selection force can be determined such as annual minimum temperature. However, the selective agent behind adaptation to scree, nutrient-rich and moist
habitat types most likely integrates across many ecological factors and temporal dynamics
which cannot be captured by annual means such as used by Poncet et al. (2010). Along the
same line, environmental association studies often rely on environmental data of coarse
resolution and which are interpolated on the basis of measurements from climatic stations
(Gugerli et al. 2008). In turn, our sampling considered distinct habitat types with characteristic site conditions, which we see as an important consideration for outlier and
environmental association studies in the future. When comparing our results with the
findings of Poncet et al. (2010) and Manel et al. (2010b), we note that locus EM74.7 was
not identified as a marker that associated to any of the environmental parameters tested by
Poncet et al. (2010), whereas Manel et al. (2010b) found only weak associations of this
marker at the local scale, notably to summer precipitation in two of the three areas of the
French region (S. Manel, unpublished data). The latter suggests that water availability in a
given site may indeed be considered a crucial driver of local adaptation. On the other hand,
habitat-mediated adaptation may involve the interaction of multiple selection factors
ranging from water use efficiency or anoxia tolerance to nitrogen uptake or competition
(reviewed in Reich et al. 2003). In the serpentine-soil mediated selection described by
Turner et al. (2010), the authors speculated that candidate single nucleotide polymorphisms
detected in the genome of A. lyrata may result from deleterious mutations which cause
non-adapted individuals to perish. Similarly, we could consider that non-adapted individuals (individuals with a mutation at locus EM74.7 or the corresponding linked gene) of
A. alpina had a lower fitness in moist habitats and were ultimately unable to grow and
reproduce. However, follow-up investigations should be conducted to test whether such
fitness advantages exist under natural conditions.
Population structure
To rigorously test the reliability of our outlier loci, we attempted to distinguish signals of
selection from neutral signals of historical or demographical events causing population
structure. Historical or demographical signals can mimic selection and lead to the detection
of a large number of false positive outlier loci in outlier analysis (Excoffier et al. 2009).
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Loci EM74.7 and PM179.6 in A. alpina were the only two AFLP markers detected as
consistent outliers across two independent regional replicates. Therefore it is unlikely that
the effects of neutral processes caused high population divergence among habitat types in
both regions (Bonin et al. 2006; Campbell and Bernatchez 2004; Luikart et al. 2003; Nosil
et al. 2009; Storz 2005; Vasemägi and Primmer 2005). As a second test, we a posteriori
searched for substantial population structure at a small and a large spatial scale in identified
outlier loci. This differs from recently developed methodologies for outlier detection,
which a priori test for population structure (Excoffier et al. 2009). As expected, a large
number of outlier loci showed confounding population structure at both scales. However,
the strongest candidate, locus EM74.7, as well as locus PM179.6 were not affected by
population structure. This suggests that neutral processes, as far as we could test, were not
interfering with the signals of selection at these outlier loci. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that loci showing strong population genetic structure are not necessarily neutral; so
removing them from the list of outlier loci is only a precaution to avoid targeting at
potentially false positives for downstream analyses, e.g. the functionality of a particular
locus.

Conclusion
Identifying loci linked to genomic regions potentially under selection is still part of the
exploratory stage in the work to find genes underlying relevant adaptive genetic variation
(Manel et al. 2010a; Reusch and Wood 2007). Although we have gone one step further
than most previous investigations in this field by sequence-characterizing the outlier locus
of interest, we are still limited by the functional proof of the evolutionary relevance of the
genomic polymorphisms detected. In theory, the underlying genomic position of an outlier
locus is not assumed to be the direct target of selection, and at this point we lack the
experimental evidence to interpret the gene(s) to which this outlier locus is linked. In our
dataset, Poncet et al. (2010) detected linkage disequilibrium for 3.5 % of the 825 loci
tested. In the analysis of Poncet et al. (2010), a large number of loci associated to environmental variables showed linkage, potentially pinpointing a genomic region of interest.
However, in our analysis we only detected one locus of interest, therefore, we cannot
evaluate its linkage with other outliers or genes of ecological relevance. On the other hand,
we also cannot exclude the possibility that the coding region to which our outlier locus
matched indeed represents the ‘‘needle in the haystack’’ and is directly involved in habitatmediated selection. It is more likely that the needle has not been found but that we are
zooming in on the section of hay in which it is hidden. Therefore, we believe that in this
study we found a candidate genomic region for further intensive evaluation once the full
genome sequence of A. alpina is available, e.g. testing for adaptive responses in field trials
and functional tests at the molecular level (Kawecki and Ebert 2004).
The detection of a putative outlier locus that is consistently related to habitat types
offers the possibility to study adaptive genetic diversity across complex landscapes.
Especially with the present concern of climate change, isolating adaptive genes will enable
us to measure how beneficial gene variants are distributed and may spread among populations (Holderegger et al. 2010), revealing the adaptive potential of populations and their
putative range changes. A next step is to detect the polymorphisms causing the genetic
pattern at outlier loci and to confirm the linkage of identified outlier loci to known genes
under selection. Final proof should come from testing the adaptive relevance of putative
outlier loci in their natural environment. For instance, the allelic frequency of an outlier
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locus found in a particular environmental setting could be verified across a set of independent natural samples. In conclusion, this study represents a first step towards understanding the molecular basis of habitat-mediated selection for the alpine plant A. alpina,
and we consider locus EM74.7 indicative of a genomic region of high interest in this
species’ adaptation to habitat type worth further genomic exploration.
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